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“Afterimage of Love” by Yumi Watanabe
Do you remember being lovestruck? When butterflies swarmed your gut and goosebumps covered
every inch of your skin and a wave of emotions swept over you? Do you remember?
A similar effect awaits you at the installation titled ‘Afterimage of Love’ by Yumi Watanabe; a
revisitation of feelings you may have once had.
Afterimage is a non-specific term that refers to an image continuing to appear in one’s vision after
the exposure to the original image has ceased. Positive afterimages replace and layer in hues
similar to those of the original sight. They are often very brief, lasting less than half a second.
However, a stimulus which elicits a positive image may also precipitate into a negative afterimage
via the adaptation process.
Carefully numbered to an exact 1001, flower petals romanticise the interior walls of the gallery.
Artificial petals made of overpainted and laminated photos, each of which is anecdotal in both
form and essence. The artist creates and furnishes these petals of “afterimage”, using a process
connecting analogue and digital tools of photography. Reminiscing of a classical image of love
as seen in movies, scattering petals everywhere, like in Sam Mende´s ‘American Beauty’, Yumi
Watanabe is tracing petals of memory and leftovers of love. This ‘afterimage’ is the origin of
Yumi Watanabe’s relentless search for her memory from the past. The memories appear in
fragments, occasionally in an instant flicker, but they never cease to bloom into alluring blossoms.
Fallen and scattered, they remain within ourselves and render the gradient from which we
periodically analyse our situation. Delving deep into the struggling roles of history and memory,
the perspective and personal interpretation of the artist provides a manual for understanding
ourselves. The visitor is navigated by the artist towards the ‘haunting and activating’ qualities of
memory. Art that engages with memory embodied in material and spatial conditions is examined
alongside works that reflect upon memory’s effects through time. Contextualizing the role of
memory in visual theory and aesthetic politics, Marcel Proust’s optics to Bernard Stiegler’s analysis
of memory’s ‘industrialization’, this exhibition surveys the diversity of situations and registers in
which contemporary artists explore memory as well.
Yumi Watanabe was born and educated in Japan. Nowadays, she is a commuter switching between
cultures and continents, dividing her time between her home country, Japan and her current
base, Düsseldorf as well as in Tijuana, Mexico for producing parts of her work. She weaves diverse
influences of philosophical and historical impacts and offers opportunities to experience those
in her work. Yumi Watanabe is one of the most interesting and complex thinking contemporary
artists at the moment, particularly because, she tries to combine and play with typical influences
and their often unpredictable corresponding consequences.
Denise Parizek

¿De que color es el Pink?
Explorar el color rosa te lleva a mucho mas que a una practica donde la memoria no es solamente
fotográfica, la artista Yumi Watanabe perfora este color no solo para mostrarnos el significado del
color rosa, sino para llevarnos a lo mas profundo de su esencia.
El rosa no solo es erotismo, amor o desamor es también una transgresión a los sentidos, este color
es capaz de cambiar las líneas, el espacio que habita.
El color rosa es como la planta Bugambilia (Bougainvillea): es ornamental y transforma todo lo
que sus flores tocan a su paso. Esta planta trepadora es la manifestación de lo que a veces es el color
rosa dentro su salvaje naturaleza.
Yumi Watanabe nos lleva a ese viaje interno donde dentro del color rosa todo es posible , su obra
marca una historia, viene de una fotografía que tiene miles de ramas, donde se desprenden flores
como una buganvilia: pink, pink pink, hasta llegar a ese rosa mexicano. El nivel artístico es
definido por líneas que marcan círculos, los cuales articulan con el espacio y con la presencia de
toda gama de colores. Nos hacen imaginar pinturas del medievo, surrealistas, o tambien los muros
de la arquitectura de Luis Barragán, hasta poder volvernos locos y encontrar paisajes, pesadillas o
sueños rosas.
Oscar Sanchez
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A myriad of reading Yumi Watanabe’s work
A dialogue between Frida Li and Yumi Watanabe

Frida Li: Recently I see a growth of interest in discussing the collective memory in the arts.
It takes on various forms, for example the archival effect in digital age and how it reconstructs
memory through algorithm. Of course in this case the political recall resonates with our current
social situations. However, does this “confrontation” through art surpasses the echoing noise, or
only creating a halo of simulacrum instead? Whereas, in your work, I see a net of tracing back to
personal memory. Are these afterimages created through a structural process or is it more like an
excursion into the past? Which process is more important to you? How would you comment on the
collective versus the personal?
Yumi Watanabe: It is a rather spontaneous movement followed by structural and disciplined steps.
I am not sure if it is an excursion into the past, but it is surely an entry into the darkness (literally
in the darkroom) followed by a microscopic study of each memory fragment on the computer.
Both steps are important to me, because the spontaneous work in the darkroom itself is still not
fully mine, but by doing the work on the computer, I am able to organize these memories, and
organize them by colors. Collective versus personal, I don’t know.
FL: While you say “it is still not fully mine”, whether it is referring to an instinct of knowing or
commenting on a control mechanism, probably either way one might arrive at a nebulous state, as
an alchemist would confirm. As for me, wandering through the multiple possibilities of reading
your work, I encounter a desire to find the fil d’Ariane, whilst questioning its existence.
I’m curious. Have you ever got lost in your own memory meandering towards the past?
I can imagine that the unfathomable nuances of the past are haunting you, like it would to anyone.
In this labyrinth, how would you build the walls in order to pass through? Or is it a spiritual
dérive? Or is it a cartographic process?
YW: Yes, going back into the past, I often get lost. Too many memories haunting, too much
accumulation and I get buried in and I don’t know where to go. In order to avoid that I take
photographs, in order to remember. It is a paradox in itself, yet it seems like the only way to
keep these fragments of memory. I don’t know if I am building the walls. But this going into the
labyrinth is a painful process for sure, because the surroundings are invisible. Though I never get
used to it, since it is always dark... however by working on my pieces, it makes it easier to do this
walk into the memory. Perhaps I can say, that is why I am working.

FL: Another aspect that I’m interested in lays in-between the scientific and the mythical.
To be more specific, can object encapsulates immediate emotions occurred in the past? Unless
this emotion is shown through action, an action of creating itself. However, in your work, I don’t
see any violent gestures. The subtlety remains the strongest impact. In the darkroom, would you
consider that you are performing a ritual? If so, does it connect to any personal believes?
YW: Yes, I want the work to be subtle, like cherry blossom petals leaving the trees, falling with each
wind. At least I believe that the objects can capture feelings in the past.
And yes it is almost a ritual of mine, which started with looking for a lost memory of my childhood
where I lost two of my nearest and dearest people. I literally don’t have this memory, and have been
looking for it. Since then photography has been a charitable medium providing the possibilities.
FL: I cannot look past love when I see your work. That’s what struck me at first sight. I think now
I start to understand slowly. The intrinsic complexity of being, of dealing with the sabotaging
powers, though resulting in a balanced state, but that’s the afterword. As Roland Barthes asserts
in A Lover’s Discourse, “starting from a negligible trifle, a whole discourse of memory and death
rises up and sweeps me away: this is the kingdom of memory, weapon of reverberation.” Was this
the case when you were in the darkroom? A re-enactment of the incidents of love? Does it matter to
you that the viewer would also experience or recall their moments of daze?
YW: Yes, I would like the viewer to experience this feeling. I am not sure if I am re-enacting the
incident of love consciously, but perhaps subconsciously I am.
FL: In another episode Barthes expounds on the annulment of the beloved object (“To Love
Love”), “I should see the other in the guise of an inert object ... I sacrifice the image to the Imagerepertoire.” Was this a point of departure considering your own work?
YW: Yes, well said. It’s unavoidable. However, the sacrifice comes with great pain... The more love
you have; more painful it becomes.
FL: Sometimes I wonder what it feels like to be able to look from the perspectives of these
“afterimages”. Do they all lead back to a single subject, which is the creator? Or, a certain distance
is created once they were born. They no longer act as the lynchpin towards the source. Do they have
their afterlives?
YW: Once they are born, the distance is created, and they fly away in the loops of color chart. (Since
I organized them in such ways), then these afterimages burn onto other people... and they become
fragments of memories of others. At least that is what I hope and that is some comments I have
received. So they are free from the source.

FL: In our former conversation, we also talked about the philosophical implications and symbolic
meanings the work could entail. That goes back to the ouroboros, as each imagery (resin plate)
functions as a window to enter the world of infinity. Along with the holographic theory, that
each individual fragment of the whole contains the entire universe. In other words, together the
imageries represent a multitude of phenomena, as equal ways to understand the unspeakable
thing that stays at the core of existence. In this sense, nothing will resound like the ontological
meaning the work embarks on.
The above e-mail dialogue took place in February and March 2017.
Frida Li
zhixuan.li@yahoo.com
Frida Li is a curator and art theorist based in Beijing and Vienna. Li’s research focuses on the relations among
texts, ephemera and the affect value of art, rooted in her philosophical inquiries into the subject of change in a
sociopolitical context.
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